We give new proofs of four decomposition theorems for functions of bounded mean oscillation by first obtaining each theorem in the easier dyadic case and then averaging the results of the dyadic decomposition over translations in jR m .
l Introduction* Let φ be a locally integrable real function on jR m , let Q be a bounded cube in R m , with sides parallel to the axes, and let \Q\ be the Lebesgue measure of Q. Then is the average of φ over Q. We say φ has bounded mean oscillation, 9>eBM0, if \\φ\\ = Sup---( \φ -φ Q \dx < °o .
A dyadic cube is a cube of the special form
where n and k j9 1 ^ j ^ m, are integers, and φ has bounded dyadic mean oscillation, φ 6 BMO d , if
Then clearly BMO c BMO, with \\φ\\ d £\\φ\\, but BMO and BMO, are not the same space; the function log\x 9 \X {ttlj>0] is in BMO, but not in BMO. In analysis BMO is more important than BMO, because BMO is translation invariant, but BMO, is not. On the other hand, BMO, is very much the easier space to work with because dyadic cubes are nested (if two open daydic cubes intersect then one of them is contained in the other). For example, for BMO the original proofs [1] , [6] , [8] , [11] of the four theorems stated below were rather technical, while for BMO, the analogous results are comparatively trivial. In this paper we derive the four theorems from their dyadic counterparts.
Here is the idea. Let T a φ(x) = φ (x -a Here \σ\ is the total variation of σ. Let K(x) be a positive function for which
and \κ(x)dx = 1 .
THEOREM 1 (Carleson [1] 
The converse (with \\f t \\ <; C'(m, N)/X) of this theorem is not difficult. Theorem 4 for N = 2 is roughly equivalent to Theorem 2. For i\Γ > 2 it has interesting applications to function theory. See [8] and [11] .
In §2 we prove the dyadic versions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3. Although the arguments are well known (see [13] and [8]), they are included for completeness and because some of their byproducts will be needed later. Theorem 3 is proved in §3 and Theorem 1 is proved in §4. In §5 we discuss Theorem 4 and its dyadic analogue.
We would like to acknowledge our indebtedness to Davis [4] , who showed on the circle that T a feHl^i G for almost every such that
almost everywhere on Q o . The constant C depends only on the dimension.
To understand why Theorem 2.1 is the dyadic formulation of Theorem 1, replace 
where ^ = φ n^XEnf E n = \J Gn _ x Q 3 \\J Gn Q k , satisfies \g n \ S λ and where α* = ^« fc -9>ρ y , Qk c Q, e G,^, satisfies (2.5) by the proof of (2.3). Moreover, the proof of (2.4) now gives We prove (2.9). Fix Q s e U G n with a 5 > 0 and set
and by induction Gί+ι(Q) = U [Gt{Q k ): Q fc eGί(Q 3 )} The critical inequality for the proof of (2.9) is (2.16) Σ [
where C is the sumpremum in (2.14). By induction we need only obtain (2.16) for n -1. There are two case. If λ > λ(ε, C, ll^Hd) the series sums and we obtain (2.17) and therefore (2.9). The proof of (2.11) is the same except that (2.15) is used in place of (2.14). 
and such that
The constants C l9 C 2 , C 3 do not depend on N.
We first show how Lemma 3.1 easily implies Theorem 3. We suppose <P SQ -0. By Lemma 3.1, , where Proof of Lemma 3.1. We assume φ SN = 0. For aeS N we use Theorem 2.2 on T α £>(a0 = φ(x -a) with Q o = S N+1 (which we pretend is a dyadic cube) to obtain
where F a and G α satisfy (2.9) and (2.10) respectively and where Halloo ^ C x (since «^GBMO and φ Sjr = 0, sup α6^( Γ α^v+1 is bounded). Almost everywhere on S N , with C 4 independent of n.
Proof By (2.11), |α (α) | ^ C, and hence
The integrand is twice the characteristic function of {a 6 £^: a? + a and 2/ + a fall in different Q fc , AQk) -2"V(S^)}, and this set has probability not exceeding With an iteration, that will prove Theorem 1.
To Write fa = fjx. Then (5.5) follows from (5.14) and (5.6) and (5.7) give (5.3) and (5.4) .
To conclude the proof we establish ( 
